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The Euroblogosphere has great potential to contribute to the
European public sphere, but it is currently restricted by a
lack of deep debate and the dominance of English.
by Blog Admin
The Euroblogosphere now consists of many hundreds of blogs, all commenting on different
aspects of Europe, its politics and policies. But are blogs in Europe part of a European Public
Sphere? Using interviews with European bloggers, Javier Ruiz Soler finds that despite the
seeming lack of deep level debate and the over presence of English, blogging is a growing
contributor to an also growing European Public Sphere, and could well be an important factor
in helping people to contribute to policy debates and increase political participation in coming
years.
In a previous EUROPP blogpost, Ronny Patz examined the current state of  the Euroblogosphere,
highlighting the lack of  academic analysis of  this area. To help to address this gap, and to research a f ield
that has had litt le exploration so f ar, I have designed a research project to investigate academically the
phenomenon of  the Euroblogosphere f or my Master Thesis at Lund University.
My qualitative research and analysis goes some way towards describing the current scope and situation of
the Euroblogosphere. As an innovative method, I f ocused on the bloggers themselves, rather than the
contents of  their blogs, and consequently a series of  semi structured online interviews were conducted
with Spanish and English speaking bloggers to understand their views on the Euroblogosphere inside the
context of  a European Public Sphere. I looked at two dif f erent, a priori blogging styles, to give the study a
broad and comparative dimension.
First of  all, I must clarif y that the Euroblogosphere is part of  the Internet, and is consequently attached to
the concept of  a European Public Sphere (EPS). The EPS requires three intrinsic preconditions. It needs
identity, democracy, and the EPS itself . Without any of  these three elements, the remaining two cannot be
developed f ully.
Europe’s bloggers now see evidence of  an actor-
based online European transnational blogosphere.
However this transnationality is still very weak, and
even though it has increased during in recent years,
the level of  complexity of  the “European debate” is still
very attached to nations, although it is growing at the
pan-European level; bloggers comment, interlink, and
share content.
The way that comment and debate is conducted in the
Euroblogosphere has undergone a transf ormation. In
the past, it was much smaller, and most of  the
interactions were via the comment f unctions of  blogs.
Today this interaction has increased as there are more
participants and cit izens interested in European
issues, or just more people online. However, the depth
of  the debates has decreased as the rise of  new
social media f orms does not provide enough space
f or the elaboration of  long arguments. Although the
option of  writ ing comments still exists, very f ew bloggers, according to the answers provided in interviews,
are using it in regular basis. More and more of  Europe’s bloggers share, or comment in short f orm on
Facebook or Twitter.
The Euroblogosphere also contributes to the democratization of  debate within European topics. Every
cit izen can f reely start a blog and publish content, and at the same time can engage in discussions without
limitation of  background, and not f iltered by corporations. Now anyone, at some point, can express,
without the need of  complex skills, their point of  view in one topic. It is worth mentioning an issue pointed
out by the Spanish bloggers: the over presence and domination of  English in the European blogosphere
works against interaction and dissemination of  debate. Spanish speaking bloggers understand that the
excessive presence of  the English language and the attention to Brussels based bloggers do not
contribute to an equal and f air debate. It seems that if  someone does not publishing blog posts in English,
and/or f rom the Brussels orbit, they cannot reach a broad audience. Furthermore, most interaction goes
through a kind of  f ilter across the English language i.e. in order f or a blogpost published in Spanish to
reach Swedish readership, someone must comment or interact with it in English, and later, f rom English to
Swedish. This is a ‘double trip’ that according to the some bloggers is not always completed.
Consequently I see the Euroblogosphere as f acing two main problems. The f irst is the idiomatic barrier due
to language dif f erences, and the second is lack of  deep debates. Yet, the Euroblogosphere may still
become an important f actor in European policy debates and increase popular participation. If  the
Euroblogosphere, continues to grow, it will, one day, become an important and complementary part of  a
European Public Sphere, one that is not so very dif f erent f rom other channels of  communication
(tradit ional media, associations, NGOs, websites, f orums, etc). As an example the website
blogginportal.eu is an aggregator platf orm of  hundreds of  blogs, but only one more of  hundreds of
websites that promote greater European debate. Here, here, and here are just some examples.
The Euroblogosphere itself  meets the three intrinsic preconditions f or European Public Sphere, and as a
result, the Euroblogosphere can be seen as a Overlapping Nested Sphere. As we see as strong and weak
points within the Euroblogosphere, these can also be identif ied as well at the level of  the European Public
Sphere.
The next European elections in 2014 are a great opportunity to investigate the Euroblogosphere in even
greater detail and might be the best moment to conduct research into how the Euroblogosphere can
inf luence and interact with the public but also with the European parties. Here we have an opportunity too
f or research in how this hypothetical inf luence can be used – not only by individuals, but f rom private
companies, national, international, and transnational institutions.
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